1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

The international health crisis prompted by COVID-19 (also known as coronavirus) has led to recommendations from public health officials to contain the spread of this highly contagious virus. Among the methods of containment have been maintaining physical distances of at least six feet when encountering others, wearing face masks, and more frequent and vigorous hand washing ([@bib0025]; [@bib0175]). The primary symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, tiredness and dry cough. The virus typically incubates for one to 14 days, with the sufferer experiencing few or no symptoms before full disease expression, and is highly contagious ([@bib0055]). Emerging evidence suggests that COVID-19 has a higher mortality rate than other similar viruses, such as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) or Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) ([@bib0070]). It is highly likely that anxiety about contracting COVID-19 is prominent ([@bib0110]; [@bib0160]), and thus the study of psychological risk factors is important as part of developing comprehensive approaches for management.

There has been extensive reporting on the nature, symptoms, and fatality rate of COVID-19. It has been anticipated that the unpredictability of the spread and dangerousness of the virus would have additional mental health impact. Anticipated increases in anxiety and depression due to increased uncertainty have been predicted ([@bib0190]), and recent findings have shown actual spikes in these negative mood states ([@bib0030]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0065]).

The availability of detailed information about the illness can contribute to psychological reactions in the public, particularly among individuals with elevated levels of health anxiety ([@bib0005]), anxiety sensitivity and disgust proneness. Responses to past pandemics are instructive on evaluating how anxiety sensitivity and disgust proneness influence broader anxiety reactions to illness risk. For example, in a college student sample (N = 315) disgust sensitivity was a significant predictor of fear of contracting H1N1 (swine flu) in data collected during times of peak media attention to the pandemic in 2009--2010 ([@bib0170]). In a student sample (N = 107) gathered during the peak period of concern over contracting Ebola in the United States in late 2014, the physical concerns subscale of the Anxiety Sensitivity Index (ASI-3; [@bib0125]) and disgust sensitivity (assessed with the Disgust Scale-Revised; DS-R, [@bib0095]) were correlated with fear of contracting the illness, although neither were significant in regression analyses ([@bib0015]). Similar findings were observed in a sample of students and other members of a university community (N = 216) during the time of the Zika outbreak, in 2015--2016, where the ASI-3 physical concerns subscale and the DS-R were significantly correlated with fear of contracting the illness, but were not significant predictors in regression analyses ([@bib0010]).

Research on anxiety and disgust reactions from prior pandemics suggest associations with fear of contracting illnesses during pandemics, although the unique variance each accounts for has not been found significant in several recent studies. The nature of COVID-19, with particularly significant respiratory symptoms, and respiratory failure as one of the ways in which the virus can be fatal, increases the relevance of anxiety sensitivity. Reviews of the literature have shown that a general fear of respiratory symptoms is associated with anxiety sensitivity ([@bib0045]). Additional research has demonstrated a significant role for disgust in health-related concerns, such as hypochondriasis ([@bib0165]). Further, considering that recommended public health measures emphasize potential risks for contracting COVID-19 from surfaces and objects, disgust would be expected to additionally contribute to avoidance given its established role in contamination fear ([@bib0080]), particularly disgust sensitivity ([@bib0100]).

Disgust sensitivity is the extent that one interprets physical sensations as resulting from disgust and the potential of a contaminant being present. Disgust propensity is the extent that one is likely to experience disgust for a range of putative disgust elicitors ([@bib0140]). These emotional experiences form a part of the behavioral immune system (BIS; discussed in [@bib0130]); in short, the BIS is a system of psychological mechanisms that detect cues to the presence of infectious pathogens in the immediate environment and trigger disease-relevant emotional (e.g., fear, anxiety, disgust) and cognitive responses that promote the avoidance of disease cues ([@bib0115]). Disgust propensity and sensitivity should moderate the relationship between anxiety sensitivity and COVID-19 anxiety. The rationale for a moderating relationship is that both anxiety sensitivity and disgust have health relevant components. Activation of the BIS increases the disgust salience for objects and situations that were not previously found disgusting. As pandemics such as COVID-19 arouse heightened physical monitoring, when present in conjunction with disgust propensity and sensitivity, it is expected that fear of contracting COVID-19 would be heightened.

The conjoint roles of anxiety sensitivity and disgust propensity and sensitivity reflect an environmental activation of the BIS ([@bib0115]). The BIS is activated as an additional safeguard against infection when the risk is not visible to the naked eye. Therefore, anxiety sensitivity, which activates appraisals of changes in physiological reactions as signs of potential danger, along with disgust propensity and sensitivity which appraises specific infection risks, would be expected to be marshaled in protecting against infection when information about increased risks become known (discussed in [@bib0130]). What is less clear is the extent that disgust propensity and sensitivity, and anxiety sensitivity, might work together. On the one hand, these could operate concurrently. On the other, since disgust is activated for more specific situations as compared to anxiety sensitivity, which is activated more frequently due to the ongoing daily changes in physical reactivity, disgust would be expected to be a moderator in relation to anxiety sensitivity and anxiety regarding potential infection. As the BIS is activated to detect cues related to potential pathogen infection ([@bib0120]), this would specifically implicate physical detection via anxiety sensitivity. It would also be expected to heighten disgust awareness, given the role of emotion in protecting against potential harm from pathogens. This potential harm includes pathogen contact that is not oral, such as through the skin (i.e., [@bib0135]). This study is the first of its kind to test the relationship between these two disgust-related variables in predicting fear of contracting a pandemic-based infection, such as the one represented in COVID-19.

This study sampled individuals living in China during the COVID-19 outbreak, which first appeared in Wuhan province at the end of 2019 ([@bib0060]; [@bib0065]). The aims of the study were to investigate the predictive and moderating effects of disgust on anxiety sensitivity and fear of contracting COVID-19. Based on the above review, the following hypotheses were tested, with the moderator models tested illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} :Fig. 1Moderation Model Tested.Fig. 1

H1: Disgust propensity and sensitivity, and the physical concerns associated with anxiety sensitivity, predict anxiety regarding contracting COVID-19.

H2: Disgust propensity and sensitivity moderate the relationship between physical concerns associated with anxiety sensitivity and anxiety regarding contracting COVID-19.

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

2.1. Participants and procedure {#sec0015}
-------------------------------

A cross-sectional online survey of Chinese adults between February 24-March 15, 2020 was conducted. We invited participants using the commonly-used Chinese social media app "WeChat" ([@bib0085]). WeChat has location-based online groups, and it was arranged for WeChat group moderators from localities within a large urban city in Eastern China (Tianjin, population = 12 million) to invite their residents to participate. Interested participants were shown an online informed consent statement and, for those agreeing, a Chinese language online survey. The survey was hosted on Survey Star, offering features to prevent automated participation by bots. Individuals completing the survey received compensation, randomly allotting a digital payment or voucher, from 3 to 10 Chinese RMB (roughly equivalent to 0.50-\$1.50 USD). Our project was approved by the Tianjin Normal University ethics committee, following the Declaration of Helsinki.

The online survey reminded individuals to complete skipped items; therefore, we had no missing data. After deleting participants entering the same response consecutively across dozens of items, 908 participants remained. Mean age was 40.37 years (SD = 9.27), ranging from 17 to 64 years, most participants were women (n = 752, 82.82 %), and a majority of participants were of Chinese Han ethnicity (n = 875, 96.37 %).

2.2. Instruments {#sec0020}
----------------

In addition to surveying demographic characteristics including sex, age and ethnicity the following measures were administered:

### 2.2.1. Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS-21) {#sec0025}

The DASS-21 is a 21-item self-report instrument, with symptom ratings over the past week. The instrument employs a Likert-type scale from "0 = Did not apply to me at all" to "3 = Applied to me very much, or most of the time." We analyzed only depression and anxiety items (7 items each) and used these as covariates in the regression and moderator tests. The depression and anxiety subscales have adequate reliability and validity ([@bib0090]). We used the Chinese instrument version, validated previously ([@bib0155]). Internal consistency (coefficient alpha) in our sample was .82 for depression, and .76 for anxiety.

### 2.2.2. Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale-7 for COVID-19 Anxiety (CoVGAD-7) {#sec0030}

The GAD-7 is a 7-item self-report measure of anxiety and worry symptoms (originally in English), with past two-week rating instructions. The scale uses a Likert-type frequency scale from "0 = Not at all" to "3 = Nearly every day." Total scores are considered valid and reliable ([@bib0105]). The measure is widely adopted, including as part of the Mental and Behavioral Health Registry of the American Psychological Association ([@bib0180]). We used the Chinese version, validated by [@bib0040]. We tailored instructions to inquire about COVID-19 anxiety, asking "Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by the following problems because of the Coronavirus outbreak?" The internal consistency for the present sample was .90.

### 2.2.3. Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3rd edition (ASI-3) edition (ASI-3) {#sec0035}

The ASI-3 (originally in English) is an 18-item measure that assesses anxiety sensitivity along three dimensions---physical concerns, social concerns, and cognitive concerns---with six items for each subscale ([@bib0125]). There is also a valid total score. Items are rated along a five point scale from "0=very little" to "4=very much." The Chinese version was employed in this study, which has comparable factor structure ([@bib0150]). The internal consistency for the present sample was 0.95 for the total scale, and 0.90 for the physical concerns subscale.

### 2.2.4. Disgust Propensity and Sensitivity Scale-Revised (DPSS-R) {#sec0040}

The DPSS-R ([@bib0140]) is a 16-item scale (originally in English) that assesses disgust propensity and sensitivity in separate 8-item factor analytically derived scales. Each scale of the measure has been shown to predict avoidance of disgust-evoking behavioral avoidance tasks, including tasks associated with pathogens (touching a bandage with a red spot, wiping face with unwashed towel, combing hair with a used brush, using a finger to stir a cup purported to contain someone else's saliva) ([@bib0145]). Items are rated from "0=never" to "4=always." For the present study, the original scale was translated to Chinese and back-translated to English, verified and refined, to ensure proper use in the Chinese language. The disgust propensity subscale in the current study had an internal consistency of 0.84, and for disgust sensitivity it was 0.87.

2.3. Analysis {#sec0045}
-------------

Analyses were conducted using the SPSS software package (v. 25.0 for Mac; [@bib0050]). Moderator tests (displayed in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}) were conducted using the additional PROCESS v.3.4 macro ([@bib0035]). Scales used in the primary analyses were summed, as recommended in the development of the measures. It was assumed that the DPSS-R, which was not previously published in Chinese and translated here to Chinese but not subject to additional tests of validity, retained the two-factor structure originally found in [@bib0140]. We conducted a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of the two-factor disgust sensitivity/propensity model. We treated items as ordinal, using a polychoric covariance matrix, probit factor loadings, and weighted least-squares estimation with a mean- and variance- adjusted chi-square test. The model fit well, robust χ^2^(103, N = 908) = 830.857, p \< .001, CFI = .96, TLI = .96, RMSEA = .09 (90 % CI: .08--.09), SRMR = .04. Given that the predictions were related specifically to disgust sensitivity and propensity, no additional analyses were conducted on the total score. Similarly, as the measure for anxiety regarding contracting CoV-19 was adapted from the GAD-7, a CFA was conducted. A single factor was found that fit the data well, robust χ^2^(14, N = 908) = 114.90, p \< .001, CFI = .99, TLI = .98, RMSEA = .09 (90 % CI: .07--.11), SRMR = .03. As a result of these analyses, the total score of the CoVGAD-7 was used.

3. Results {#sec0050}
==========

3.1. Descriptive information {#sec0055}
----------------------------

[Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} displays the correlation matrix and descriptive information on the sample and the measures used in the primary analyses for this study. Using prior benchmarks, no variables were significantly skewed or kurtotic.Table 1Correlation Matrix and Descriptive Statistics for Age and Study Variables.Table 1Variable12345671Age--2DPSS-R Propensity0.02--3DPSS-R Sensitivity0.060.78--4ASI-3 Physical Concerns0.060.590.67--5DASS-Depression−0.060.480.390.41--6DASS-Anxiety−0.060.490.490.560.68--7CoVGAD-7−0.010.520.520.520.540.45--Mean40.3716.4913.594.902.773.934.32SD9.275.465.444.903.213.173.88[^1][^2]

3.2. H1: Disgust propensity and sensitivity, and the physical concerns associated with anxiety sensitivity predict anxiety regarding contracting COVID-19 {#sec0060}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Multiple regression analyses were conducted, with age, gender, anxiety and depression as covariates and with CoVGAD-7 as the criterion and the subscales of the DPSS-R and ASI-3 as predictors. The total model when examining the predictive value of the ASI-3 physical concerns and DPSS-R propensity was F(6,901) = 151.98, p \< .001, with Adjusted R^2^ ~change~ = 0.50. The DPSS-R propensity subscale had β = 0.16 (t(901) = 5.24, p \< .001) and the ASI-3 physical concerns subscale had β = 0.14 (t(901) = 4.48, p \< .001). The total model when examining the predictive value of the ASI-3 physical concerns and DPSS-R sensitivity was F(6,901) = 153.97 p \< .001, with Adjusted R^2^ ~change~ = 0.51. The DPSS-R sensitivity subscale had β = 0.19 (t(901) = 5.78, p \< .001) and the ASI-3 physical concerns subscale had β = 0.11 (t(901) = 3.28, p \< .001). As the hypothesis centered on the physical concerns subscale of the ASI-3 in conjunction with either the propensity or sensitivity subscales of the DPSS-R, the same pattern of significance was found for the cognitive concerns and social concerns subscales of the ASI-3. For brevity, these results are not reported here, but are available upon request.

3.3. H2: Disgust propensity and sensitivity moderate the relationship between physical concerns associated with anxiety sensitivity and anxiety regarding contracting COVID-19 {#sec0065}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Moderator tests using PROCESS were conducted, with age, gender, anxiety, and depression as covariates. As with the regression analyses in Hypothesis 1, a total of six moderator analyses were conducted. Specifically, each subscale of the DPSS-R was designated a moderator, with each subscale of the ASI-3 as predictors (2 subscales of DPSS-R by 3 subscales of ASI-3 equals 6 sets of regression analyses) of the CoVGAD-7. In these analyses, only the moderator tests involving both subscales of the DPSS-R, individually, in conjunction with the ASI-3 physical concerns subscale, were significant in predicting the CoVGAD-7. The model test statistics for each predictor weight are presented in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} . The total model for DPSS-R propensity moderating the relationship between ASI-3 physical concerns and CoVGAD-7 was R^2^ = 0.51 (F(7,900) = 132.13, p \< .001). The total model for DPSS-R sensitivity moderating the relationship between ASI-3 physical concerns and CoVGAD-7 was R^2^ = 0.55 (F(7,900) = 183.80, p \< .001).Fig. 2Disgust Propensity and Sensitivity Moderator Tests.Fig. 2

4. Discussion {#sec0070}
=============

The results from these analyses show that, taken individually, anxiety sensitivity and both disgust propensity and sensitivity predict fear of contracting COVID-19. From the regression analyses, anxiety sensitivity, which denotes a tendency to interpret changes in physical sensations as potentially harmful and has associated implications for apprehensions in appearing anxious and loss of cognitive functioning, each individually predict fear of contracting COVID-19. However, the findings from the moderator hypotheses provide a more nuanced understanding of the association among these variables.

Moderator analyses that address the anticipated relationship between anxiety sensitivity and disgust propensity and sensitivity show a more specific relationship, one expected based on the BIS model of disease avoidance. This suggests that public health approaches to managing anxiety would emphasize that individuals who might be prone to monitoring physical sensations (i.e., respiration, in the case of CoV-19 concerns; [@bib0185]) would benefit from education regarding the potential for false alarms regarding these interpretations. Complicating this further in relation to COVID-19 is the long incubation period of the virus, with a carrier potentially being infected for up to 14 days before symptom expression ([@bib0055]). As a result, individuals at risk for significantly heightened anxiety due to COVID-19 may suffer disabling anxiety for up to two weeks following any incidental contact with others whom they believe are hosts for the virus. Further, public information about the contributory factors involved in anxiety regarding contracting COVID-19 is further influenced by one's propensity to experiencing disgust, and the sensitivity one has to interpreting sensations as emanating from disgust. This is consistent with basic research on the transmissibility of disgust (discussed in [@bib0080]); that is, the degree that an individual is inclined to have an active BIS even in times that are not marked by higher risk of infection will interact with their pre-existing tendency to monitor their physical state for potential changes.

The importance of these findings is that when developing treatment for individuals fearful about contracting COVID-19, specific consideration for disgust reactions is necessary. This is central given that disgust is not currently part of any systematic treatment programs ([@bib0080]). Some models of intervention have been proposed that include counterconditioning, habituation methods, and conceptual reorientation (discussed in [@bib0075]). These approaches have not been carefully investigated in the context of addressing disgust reactions, but given its role as a moderator in the BIS, intervention may serve to alleviate the physical sensations associated with anxiety sensitivity that in turn contributes to fear of contracting COVID-19.

This study had several important limitations. First, the research reported was based on a community convenience sample. As individual participants were not interviewed, more detailed evaluations of specific manifestations of the emotional reactions to COVID-19 could be examined. This limitation emerged from active quarantine conditions, and hence in-person questionnaire administration or interviews could not be conducted. Additionally, it is possible that participants self-selected based on their concerns over COVID-19, and thus may not be fully representative of the population affected, such as through quarantine or other closures, by the pandemic. Further, as these data are cross-sectional in nature, we cannot make causal statements regarding the relationship among the study variables. It is expected that the findings from this study can be used as a basis for future investigations either as part of the COVID-19 pandemic, or future pandemics. For example, interview based examinations could further probe the relationship among the variables here, and additional evaluate factors underlying the BIS. Pre-existing concerns with pathogens might be also further evaluated for it's potential role in activating the BIS and contributing the relationships identified in this study. Prior research has suggested that obsessive-compulsive symptoms may play a role in anxiety sensitivity when considered in the context of prior pandemic fears (i.e., H1N1; [@bib0020]) and thus may serve as an additional focus of investigation. For example, longitudinal studies are needed to determine whether premorbid disgust propensity and sensitivity, anxiety sensitivity, and fear of death, or levels of these traits measured during early periods in the viral outbreak, are associated with fear of contracting COVID-19 infection measured at later periods in the pandemic.

Dr. Meredith Coles served as Action Editor.

[^1]: *[Note]{.ul}*: DPSS-R is Disgust Propensity and Sensitivity Scale-Revised; ASI-3 is the Anxiety Sensitivity Index-3rd edition; CoVGAD-7 is the Generalized Anxiety Disorder scale modified for CoV-19.

[^2]: Correlations greater than \|0.12\| were significant at p\<.05.
